DEC. 6-8, 2019 - 46TH ANNUAL CELEBRATION
GALVESTON'S WORLD FAMOUS VICTORIAN HOLIDAY FESTIVAL

TICKETS AND MORE AT DICKENSONONTHESTRAND.ORG

AN ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT TO THE GALVESTON COUNTY DAILY NEWS
Admission to London Wharf (Pier 21) and the 1877 ELISSA, the Official Tall Ship of Texas, are included with your ticket to Dickens on The Strand. Enjoy nautical crafts and entertainment, and ELISSA, an authentic Dickens-era artifact. Also, be sure to visit the Texas Seaport Museum booth at 21st and The Strand.

FREE FRIDAY KICKOFF!

5:15 p.m.: St. Arnold Cask Tapping & Festival Kick-Off
5:30 p.m.: The Bilge Pumps
6:45 p.m.: The Rogues
8:00 p.m.: David Wonders

**DICKENS TOAST CONTEST'S BETWEEN EACH PERFORMANCE**

FEZZIWIG'S BEER HALL - FRI., DEC. 6, 5 - 9 P.M.
Fezziwig was everything Ebenezer wasn't! We pay tribute to his jovial personality in our Fezziwig's Beer Hall. Join us at 22nd and The Strand for specialty acts, hearty brews and friends old and new!
5:15 p.m.: St. Arnold Cask Tapping & Festival Kick-Off
5:30 p.m.: The Bilge Pumps
6:45 p.m.: The Rogues
8:00 p.m.: David Wonders

``DICKENS TOAST CONTEST'S BETWEEN EACH PERFORMANCE''

**VISIT DICKENSONTHESTRAND.ORG FOR RESERVATIONS**

Please note:
Tickets are non-refundable. Festival is open rain or shine. GHF is not responsible for independent transactions between visitors and vendors.

Pets and ice chests are not allowed. Scooters, skateboards, rollerblades, skates, Segways and other recreational "wheels" are forbidden. Guests bringing in costume weapons and props must have them secured will be asked to go through additional screening.

We are committed to making Dickens on The Strand special needs accessible. If we can assist with arrangements, contact us at 409-765-3401 in advance of your visit.

DEC 6 - 5-9 pm | SAT., DEC. 7 - 10 am-9 pm | SUN., DEC. 8 - 12-6 pm | ADULTS: $13 adv. / $15 day of | YOUTH (7-12): $7 adv. / $9 day of | GHF MEMBERS: $10 adv. / $12 day of | CHILDREN 6 & UNDER: FREE | COSTUMED ATTENDEES GET 1/2 OFF ADMISSION
**ADDITIONAL ATTRACTIONS**

**FREE CHARLES DICKENS FINGER PUPPET**

On your finger, he’s a puppet; on your fridge, he’s a magnet; among your other finger puppets, he’s an enthralling speaker and master storyteller! The first 1,000 youth through our gates on Saturday will receive one for free. Sorry parents, this is only for the kids. This giveaway is possible due to the contribution of the Alice Taylor Gray Foundation.

**LUCINDA HAWKESLEY, OLLIE DICKENS & JANE DICKENS MONK BOOK SIGNING**

Saturday & Sunday from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at Ebenezer’s Retail Tent (23rd & Strand)

**GHF MEMBER’S CLUB**

VIPs and members of Galveston Historical Foundation can enter the member’s club by the trumpet on 23rd and Strand.

**SNOW!**

Who says it doesn’t snow on Galveston? We can guarantee snow conditions (until its gone!) with the return of our festival snow yard. Location on map!

---

**THE QUEEN’S PARADE**

Presented by Del Papa Distributing and Saint Arnold Brewing Company

**PICKWICK’S LANTERNLIGHT PARADE**

Presented by Del Papa Distributing and Saint Arnold Brewing Company

---

**VICTORIAN BED RACES**

---

---

---

**DON’T MISS THE MERCH!**

Ebenezer’s retail is your festival stop for official Dickens on The Strand merchandise. From a variety of great apparel to logoed products and more, you’re sure to find something for everyone on your list. Naughty or nice!
GHF would like to thank all those who have donated time, services, and monetary support to the 46th Annual Dickens on The Strand!
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**Events Committee**

Beverly Davis (chair)  
Tony Rubino  
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Michael Landry  
Anita Schuler  
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**Gates, Pubs & Information**

**Pub Sponsors:**  
Collins for Council  
Dr. Stephen Hale, DDS  
Rochkind Insurance  
TOLA Mo Bettah Market  
Tramonte Realty  

**Info Booth:**  
Chalmers / Top Gear Apparel  
Willie G’s  
Fisherman’s Wharf

**Gate Sponsors:**  
Kelly Kelley Realtor  
Kempenr Capital Management  
Strand Brass  
Galveston Children’s Museum  
Pecos Pete’s  
Del Papa Distributing & Saint Arnold Brewing

**Coffee Pub:**  
Mod Coffeehouse

**Official Sponsors**

Mitchell Historic Properties  

**Parade Sponsors**

Saint Arnold  

**Stage Sponsors**

The Trube Foundation  

**Supporting Sponsors**

American National  
The Tremont House  

**Media Sponsors**

Galveston Monthly  
Galveston Arts Center

Galveston Historical Foundation was formed as the Galveston Historical Society in 1871 and merged with a new organization formed in 1954 as a non-profit entity devoted to historic preservation and history in Galveston County. Over the last sixty years, GHF has expanded its mission to encompass community redevelopment, historic preservation advocacy, maritime preservation, coastal resiliency and stewardship of historic properties. GHF embraces a broader vision of history and architecture that encompasses advancements in environmental and natural sciences and their intersection with historic buildings and coastal life, and conceives of history as an engaging story of individual lives and experiences on Galveston Island from the 19th century to the present day. Learn more at galvestonhistory.org.